HYMERCAR
Boundless freedom with the 2016 HYMERCAR models.
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History
HYMER opens up a new dimension in mobile holidays with the development of the “Caravano” in
1961. This panel van was to lay the foundations
both for the company and the category of compact leisure vehicles. Thanks to its easy manoeuvrability, compact outer dimensions and seating
arrangement, the camper is suitable not just for
holidays, but also for weekend trips or everyday
use as a second car – and that goes especially for
the compact models of the HYMERCAR range. Our
potted history charts the key stages of this success
story from the early days through its fascinating
evolution.

1923

1957

1961

1975

1980

1982

1983

1985

Alfons Hymer begins production of agricultural vehicles.

Erich Bachem (“ERIBA”) and
Erwin Hymer build the original
“Troll”, the first caravan.

HYMER evolves from a craft
enterprise into an industrial
manufacturer. The first handbuilt HYMER motorhome, the
Caravano, makes its debut.

The two camper vans 500
and 501 on a Mercedes L 206
D/L 207 base – with caravan-style lifting roof – usher
in a new product category.

The Bedford Blitz-based Hymer
T-Class with lifting roof offers
an extra berth thanks to folding bucket seats in the back.

From now on, the camper vans
are known as HYMERCARS.
The angular HYMERCAR 1
based on the Ford Transit
has a strong visual resemblance to American vans.

The semi-integrated Eribacar
is a cross between the Renault
Trafic transporter and the caravan body of the Touring range.

The new Fiat Ducato-based
HYMERCAR 2 is notable for its
practical layout with separable washroom and toilet.

1989

1992

1993

1994

2008

2011

2013

2014

2015

The HYMERCAR Van and
Family are launched on
the market simultaneously,
introducing the distinctive corrugated high roof
and new floor plan.

HYMER gives its HYMERCAR
fleet a makeover, introducing a new duo: the Magic
(left) boasts a bathroom,
while the Fantasy is notable for its storage space.

Small is beautiful: the less than
four-metre-long HYMER Van
based on the tiny Fiat Talento
is the ideal camper for couples.

The HYMERCAR Fantasy
goes out of production; only
the Magic remains – and
is promptly voted “Motorhome of the Year”.

It’s the details that count in
the relaunched HYMERCAR
range, with angled furniture
and a folding table providing
more freedom of movement.

The new improved model
range sets new standards in terms of comfort
and spaciousness, featuring a separate washroom
with shower and toilet.

The HYMERCAR Cape Town
rolls off the production line
– the first HYMERCAR to be
built on a VW T5 chassis.

The models Sydney Drive
(without bathroom) and
Serengeti (with bathroom)
boast flexible interior
designs and individually
organised stowage space.

The latest HYMERCAR model
bears the evocative name
Ayers Rock. It has a fixed
rear bed and comes with
various heating options.

The Fiat Ducato based
HYMERCAR 3 is also
launched at the same time,
featuring a stylish high roof,
distinctive longitudinal
seats and an extra bed.
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Why HYMERCAR?
The compact HYMERCAR panel vans are perfect
all-rounders – great for everyday use, weekend
getaways or the annual family holiday.

Yellowstone

Sierra Nevada

Grand Canyon

Serengeti

Ayers Rock
Rio
Sydney

Individual, multifaceted, unique – the HYMERCAR

a panel van. After all, it’s an investment you expect

top standard of comfort and a generous feeling of

models offer infinite flexibility, making them

to benefit from for many years to come, and which

space. All HYMERCAR models are winterproof and

suitable for everyday city traffic and cross-country

therefore needs to be economically sound. The

equipped with a wide range of safety features as

tours alike. They are ideal vehicles for driving,

HYMERCAR helps you get the most out of life and

standard. So when it comes to choosing a van, you

sleeping in and transporting all kinds of things –

enjoy your holidays to the full, giving you a feel-

need look no further than the premium manufac-

the perfect second car for young couples and fam-

ing of freedom and independence. What’s more,

turer HYMER!

ilies! All these qualities count when you’re buying

you are guaranteed a high-quality vehicle with a

More information online at:
www.hymercar.com
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The model ranges
The HYMERCAR model range comes in two product
lines, one with fully glazed windows and no bathroom, the other with aluminium-framed windows
plus bathroom.
The bathroomless models are characterised by a
flexible seating concept comprising 3, 4 or 5 seats.
They also have extra storage capacity thanks to
removable furniture. And a portable toilet gives
you even greater independence on your travels.
The vehicles can be driven with a Class B driving
licence (up to 3.5 tons), making them a great
multifunctional vehicle for the whole family.
The models with bathroom on the other hand have
a 4-seater layout. They are equipped with a comfortable compact bathroom with folding washbasin
and fixed, ergonomic toilet. A further advantage
is the unique pop-top solution which turns them
into proper 4-berth models. Contributing to the
high level of comfort in the HYMERCAR van are
the sleeping comfort system of all the beds and
the sound-absorbing, fabric-lined wall and ceiling
coverings.
Needless to say, both product lines include as
standard a comprehensive safety and comfort
package with driver and front passenger airbags,
ABS, ESP, traction control, air conditioning, cruise
control and much more.

O = Optional extras
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HYMERCAR
Serengeti

HYMERCAR
Ayers Rock

HYMERCAR
Grand Canyon

HYMERCAR
Yellowstone

HYMERCAR
Sierra Nevada

3,300 – 3,500 kg

3,300 – 3,500 kg

3,300 / 3,500 – 4,000 kg

3,500 / 3,850 – 4,000 kg

3,500 / 3,850 – 4,000 kg

HYMERCAR
Sydney Drive

HYMERCAR
Sydney

HYMERCAR
Rio

3,000 / 3,300 / 3,500 kg

3,000 / 3,300 / 3,500 kg

3,300 / 3,500 kg

Overall length

4.96 m

4.96 m

5.41 m

Overall length

5.41 m

5.41 m

5.99 m

6.36 m

6.36 m

Overall width

2.05 m

2.05 m

2.05 m

Overall width

2.08 m

2.08 m

2.08 m

2.08 m

2.08 m

Overall height

2.30 m

2.30 m

2.52 m

Overall height

2.55 m

2.55 m

2.55 m

2.55 m

2.55 m

2.05 / 2.65 m

2.05 / 2.65 m

1.90 m

Headroom

1.90 m

1.90 m

1.90 m

1.90 m

1.90 m

Seats / O

3/4/5

3/4/5

3/4/5

Seats

4

4

4

4

4

Berths / O

2/4

4

2/4

2/4

2/4

2/4

2/4

2/4

Models without bathroom

Max. technically permissible
laden mass / O

Headroom / lifting roof open

Models with bathroom

Max. technically permissible
laden mass / O

Berths / O

Layout living area

Layout living area

All other layouts can be found
on our website:
www.hymercar.com

All other layouts can be found
on our website:
www.hymercar.com
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General equipment
All HYMERCAR models boast an ingenious stowage space concept. Combined with
the vertically folding bed, this gives you virtually unlimited scope for loading the
vehicle. The lighting consists exclusively of modern LED technology. The optionally
available pop-top roof provides an additional sleeping or play area.

Modern compressor refrigerators ensure effective
cooling however hot it is outside.

Inside the integrated floor-mounted pedestal is
an additional 17-litre stowage compartment with
folding lid.

Integrated, high-strength aluminium lashing rails with adjustable eyelets and an adaptable luggage space
partition allow safe transportation of all kinds of items.

An optional warm-air hose serves to heat the poptop roof area. (Illustration for example purposes
only)

The sleeping comfort system with high-quality
disc-spring bed frames and cold foam mattresses
guarantees restful sleep.

The optionally available pop-top roof – a standard feature in the Sydney / Sydney Drive – comes with an
integrated bed featuring the sleeping comfort system, so you can create a separate bedroom. This area can
be reached via a ladder and can be closed off to separate the two areas visually.

The power connection is discreetly located in the
engine compartment to avoid any potential hazards
due to leakages.

All HYMERCAR models are equipped exclusively with energy-saving LED lighting. Even the chassis manufacturer’s standard original bulbs have been replaced. The LED strip lights are easily operated by touch control
and have a dimmer function.

The folding table in the side wall can be used in a variety of ways: with a few small adjustments, the tabletop can be made larger or smaller as required. And when
you don’t need it, you can simply fold it away against the wall.

The roof insulation makes the pop-top a winterproof sleeping and play area.
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Model without bathroom
The fully glazed, bathroomless models offer maximum flexibility within a minimal
space thanks to variable seating combinations. Up to 5 proper car seats – either in
the form of bucket or double bench seats – ensure perfect comfort whether on
the move or at rest. The interior concept is intelligently planned down to the last
detail and offers a variety of stowage space solutions, however bulky your luggage.

The pleated blinds supplied as standard ensure a restful night’s sleep, or an undisturbed afternoon nap to
recover from the journey.

As an adaptable 5-seater version with driver and passenger seat, double bench seat and removable fifth seat,
the HYMERCAR offers first-class seating comfort whether on the move or at rest.

The standard version of the HYMERCAR is a 3-seater
with bucket seat including armrests.

The portable toilet is stowed under the seat as a
practical, space-saving measure.

By simply fitting a support bracket over the folded-down table, you can create a longitudinal bed with a
length of 2.4 metres. That way even people over two metres tall can sleep comfortably in the HYMERCAR.

The removable bed box makes your HYMERCAR even more versatile. The re-designed space concept increases
the loading capacity by 600 litres, turning your vehicle into a real multi-tasker. (depending on model)

For extra stowage space, optionally available bags
can be fixed to the carcase in place of the removable
rear bed.

Two high-quality folding chairs and a camping table can be stowed inside the rear doors. That way they are
to hand whenever you need them, and can be transported securely without rattling around.

The kitchen is fully equipped with a sink unit, integrated 2-burner gas hob and 65-litre compressor
refrigerator.
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Model with bathroom
The HYMERCAR models with bathroom boast an open, spacious feel and a tasteful
yet extremely flexible interior design. The compact bathroom with fixed toilet
is notable for its high quality and convenience. Stylish, burglar-proof aluminium
framed windows and fabric-lined side walls and ceiling contribute significantly to
the vans’ effective insulation.

The kitchen is fully equipped with a sink unit, integrated 2-burner gas hob and 108-litre compressor
refrigerator (65-litre in Ayers Rock). Extra-deep drawers for all your utensils and a worktop extension make
pottering in the kitchen a whole lot easier.

High-quality aluminium framed windows improve burglary protection and guarantee first-class winter
resistance. Practical pleated blinds and insect screens are included.

The optional insect screen serves to keep out
uninvited guests.

The extra-deep double drawers are equipped with
high-quality self-closing mechanisms and a large,
two-tiered cutlery tray.

The washroom is multifunctional, allowing you to
turn the compact bathroom into a wardrobe in an
instant.

The fabric lining of the side walls and ceiling lends
a cosier feel to the interior, as well as providing
sound and heat insulation.

The compact bathroom is equipped with a large, stylish folding washbasin in superior-quality solid surface material. The space-saving tambour door slides open
leaving the gangway clear. Only the Serengeti has a hinged door. A practical shower curtain protects against splashing and the mirror cabinet has multiple storage
compartments.
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HYMERCAR
Sydney / Drive

More information can be found online at:
www.hymercar.com/sydney

The HYMERCAR Sydney offers you even greater
flexibility coupled with yet more space. It is notable
not just for its headroom of up to 2.65 metres, but
also its compact, car-like size. Whether for travelling or getting around town, the Sydney makes a
reliable and convenient companion. The intelligently
planned stowage space means you can carry skis,
bikes and surfboards too. The same goes for the
Sydney Drive, which has even more stowage capacity
in the rear, making it the ideal vehicle for all your
travel and transportation needs.

The Sydney is a miracle of compact design, with a headroom of up to 2.65 metres. The table size can be
adjusted so that company can be easily accommodated. A compressor refrigerator provides efficient chilling
for all those who like travelling in warmer regions.

The giant sleeping space is the dream of every globetrotter, young or old: the top bed measures 1.50 by
2.02 metres, making it the largest in its category.

The kitchen is fully equipped with a sink unit, integrated 2-burner gas hob and 65-litre compressor
refrigerator.

On request, a 46-litre compressor coolbox is available to fit the standard pull-out drawer.

Vehicle: 4.96 × 2.05 m / 3,000 – 3,500 kg
Layout variant: Sydney rear bed

Layout variant: Sydney Drive

For even more stowage space, the bed box in
the HYMERCAR Sydney and Sydney Drive can be
removed in just a few easy steps.

The extra-deep drawers with high-quality selfclosing mechanism are great for storing clothing
or crockery, for example.
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HYMERCAR
Rio

More information can be found online at:
www.hymercar.com/rio

The HYMERCAR Rio impresses with its genuine
2-room system, thanks to the pop-top roof. While
the children are asleep on the upper level, the lower
level still has a headroom of 1.90 metres, giving
grown-ups the freedom to spend the evening relaxing over a glass of wine and a good book. The
separate bedroom/children’s area, with a reclining
surface of 1.70 / 1.45 × 1.96 metres, offers plenty of
space for peaceful slumbers. Whether for short trips
or longer journeys, alone or with up to 5 passengers – the Rio has all the stowage space you need.
And when the temperature falls outside, the 4 kW
diesel heater keeps you warm and cosy inside – as
the name suggests, you can almost imagine yourself
on the Brazilian coast!

Vehicle: 5.41 × 2.05 m / 3,300 – 3,500 kg
Layout variant: Rio rear bed

The number of seats is entirely up to you: choose from 3, 4 or 5 full-size car seats according to your needs.
With a permanent headroom of 1.90 metres, the Rio offers maximum flexibility and the largest stowage
capacity of its class.

The bed in the rear measures a luxurious 1.97 × 1.45 metres. By fitting an optional support leg over the
folded-down table, you can create a 2.4 metre-long longitudinal bed. That way even people over 2 metres
tall are guaranteed a comfortable night’s sleep.

The fully equipped kitchen features a range of
stowage facilities and drawers with the convenient
Servo soft-touch closing mechanism.

The stowage compartments in the bed box are
readily accessible at any time even with the cushions piled on top.

The large surface of the bed box opposite the
kitchen offers plenty of space for culinary creativity
on your holidays.

Bed linen can be conveniently stowed in the bed
box (on the left in the direction of travel) under
the mattress.
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HYMERCAR
Serengeti

More information can be found online at:
www.hymercar.com/serengeti

The HYMERCAR Serengeti has an extremely spacious
feel despite its compact size. This is mainly due to
the highly versatile interior design with flexible bed
solutions. Measuring just 5.41 metres, the Serengeti
boasts a modern compact bathroom with shower
facility. Ample stowage space and a large wardrobe
make it the perfect travelling companion, even
on longer tours. In the Massai language, Serengeti
means “endless space” – and that’s just what the
HYMERCAR Serengeti is designed to make you feel
on all your holiday trips.

Vehicle: 5.41 × 2.08 m / 3,300 – 3,500 kg
Layout variant: Serengeti central bed

The Serengeti is notable above all for its versatile interior. This compact giant features a generous, modern
kitchen and a washroom with toilet and shower facility, plus 4 comfortable seats and up to 4 berths.

The very solid central bed, supplied as standard, now comes with three cushion segments for even more
flexibility. The sleeping comfort system with high-quality disk-spring bed frames and cold foam mattresses
promises a restful, healthy night’s sleep.

The generously designed kitchen comes with all
mod cons and provides plenty of storage space for
pots, pans and crockery.

The high-quality compact bathroom is equipped
with an ergonomic toilet, practical storage, a folding washbasin and a shower area.

Generous overhead lockers, a wardrobe and extradeep, self-closing drawers – the Serengeti offers
space galore.

There is a clear gangway through the entire vehicle,
so that long items can be transported without
difficulty.
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HYMERCAR
Ayers Rock

More information can be found online at:
www.hymercar.com/ayers-rock

The Ayers Rock is the most recent HYMERCAR model. Like its predecessors, it is a miracle of compact
design. Despite a vehicle length of just 5.41 metres,
it comfortably sleeps up to four adults thanks to
the fixed rear bed and optional sleeping roof. And
with the newly developed sleeping comfort system,
a blissful night’s rest is guaranteed. The compact
bathroom is equipped with a high-quality folding
washbasin and shower. In addition to state-of-theart LED technology, the Ayers Rock comes with a
choice of diesel or gas heating.

With a vehicle length of 5.41 metres, the latest HYMERCAR has a lot of offer: besides the fixed rear transverse
bed it also has a fully equipped kitchen, comfortable berths and an attractive compact bathroom – in short,
the Ayers Rock is another space sensation!

Vehicle: 5.41 × 2.08 m / 3,300 – 3,500 kg
Layout variant: Ayers Rock rear bed

The kitchen is fully equipped with a sink unit, integrated 2-burner gas hob and 65-litre compressor
refrigerator.

The refrigerator can be opened to an angle of
180 degrees, which means it can also be accessed
from the outside via the sliding door opening.

The Ayers Rock will sleep up to 4 adults if the optional sleeping roof is used. The sleeping comfort system
with cold foam mattresses, fabric-lined wall coverings and optional rear bed curtain divider offers cosy peace
and quiet with a touch of luxury.

Ultra-ergonomic and space-saving: the high-quality folding washbasin in the compact bathroom is
offset to the side here.

The variable rear bed ensures a clear gangway to
the rear and optimal access to the overhead lockers.
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HYMERCAR
Grand Canyon

More information can be found online at:
www.hymercar.com/grand-canyon

The HYMERCAR Grand Canyon has everything the
traveller needs, e.g. a bathroom with shower facility
– ideal for holiday use, or for freshening up on a
business trip. The winter-proof, 100-litre fresh water
tank won’t leave you high and dry. And with the
Truma Combi-4 gas heater you’ll always be snug and
warm in your HYMERCAR Grand Canyon, however
cold it is outside. The efficient 180-litre compressor
refrigerator wouldn’t let you down even in the searing heat of the Grand Canyon itself.

Vehicle: 5.99 × 2.08 m / 3,300 – 4,000 kg
Layout variant: Grand Canyon rear bed

Prepared for anything – thanks to compact dimensions and intelligent interior design solutions, the new
HYMERCAR Grand Canyon takes free and flexible travel to a whole new level. The seats with integrally
moulded side cushions and integrated head rests are exceptionally comfortable.

The modern sleeping comfort system with comfy cold foam mattresses, attractive fabric-lined wall coverings
and rear bed curtain divider offers perfect peace and quiet with a touch of luxury.

The kitchen is fully equipped with a sink unit, integrated 2-burner gas hob and 108-litre compressor
refrigerator.

The vertically mountable slatted frame allows a
clear gangway to the rear and much more stowage
space.

The stowage space can be enlarged by 75 litres
thanks to an optional pedestal with pull-out drawer.

The Grand Canyon offers plenty of stowage space,
so you can take everything you need – even on
longer trips.
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HYMERCAR
Yellowstone

More information can be found online at:
www.hymercar.com/yellowstone

The HYMERCAR Yellowstone gives you even more
space to play with. It comes with a wealth of storage
facilities, a roomy sleeping area and much more besides. The overhead storage cupboards accommodate all sorts of travel requisites, while the practical shelves provide plenty of scope for decorative
touches even on holiday. The compact bathroom is
equipped with a superior-quality folding washbasin
and a shower. This model is just the thing for couples looking for perfect comfort and convenience.
The easily accessible twin beds are great for snuggling down for a restful night’s sleep, leaving you refreshed and ready to move on to new adventures –
such as the Yellowstone National Park, for instance.

Prepared for anything – thanks to twin beds, superlative comfort and intelligent interior solutions, the
Yellowstone takes freedom and flexibility to a whole new level. Not just on holiday trips, but for everyday
use too.

The V-shaped twin beds are tapered towards the top: that way you can cuddle up together but get up separately when you need to. The fabric-lined wall coverings guarantee a cosy temperature at the head end too.

Vehicle: 6.36 × 2.08 m / 3,500 – 4,000 kg
Layout variant: Yellowstone rear bed

The kitchen is fully equipped with a sink unit, integrated 2-burner gas hob and 108-litre compressor
refrigerator.

The cupboard under the bed box has enough room
for two gas bottles along with various other essentials.

The compact bathroom is equipped with a superior-quality, sturdy folding washbasin in solid surface
material.

Extra-deep drawers with high-quality closing mechanisms make loading and unloading even easier.
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HYMERCAR
Sierra Nevada

More information can be found online at:
www.hymercar.com/sierra-nevada

The HYMERCAR Sierra Nevada is a stickler for detail.
It is particularly notable for its intelligently planned
berth, consisting of a folding double bed in the rear.
The adaptable wardrobe can be fitted with shelf
inserts or a clothes rail, and female travellers will
welcome the practical sideboard for toiletries and
cosmetics. The compact bathroom is equipped with
a superior-quality folding washbasin and shower.
Thanks to the 100-litre fresh water tank, you can
have a proper shower whenever you want. If the icy
temperatures of the Sierra Nevada don’t give you
goosebumps, this exciting model certainly will!

Vehicle: 6.36 × 2.08 m / 3,500 – 4,000 kg
Layout variant: Sierra Nevada rear bed

4 ultra-comfy seats, plenty of storage space and the flexible long-cargo channel make the Sierra Nevada
an adaptable travelling companion. The double bed with sideboard and additional wardrobe invites you to
feel at home.

The comfortable and easily accessible rear bed is standard in the Sierra Nevada. The pleated window blind
prevents light from disturbing your well-earned slumbers.

A boon for female travellers: a sideboard with plenty
of room for toiletries, jewellery and make-up.

The cupboard under the bed box has enough room
for two gas bottles along with various other essentials.

The additional, roomy wardrobe in the Sierra
Nevada can also be used as a linen cupboard with
shelf inserts.

The vertically mountable slatted frame allows a
clear gangway to the rear and much more stowage
space.
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Paint finishes

Interior style collections

Pastel

Fabric design

Metallic

549 White

479 Line Blue

199 Titian Red

241 Yellow

455 Imperial Blue

453 Lago Blue

506 Golden White

611 Alumino Grey

691 Iron Grey

632 Black

255 Profondo Red

Carpets

“Castano” fabric design

“Turin” fabric design

“Salinas” fabric design

“Garbo” fabric design

“Nobile” fabric design
(partial leather)

“Athletico” fabric design
(partial leather)

“Albero” fabric design

“Havanna” carpet

Design graphics

“Woodline” design graphics

“Aluline” design graphics

“Carbonline” design graphics

“Samara” carpet

“Roma” carpet
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HYMERCAR Original Accessories
Discover the wide range of innovative solutions available in the categories
interior, exterior, travel and transportation. With HYMER original accessories, you can rest assured you’ve made the right choice: a perfect fit, impeccable workmanship and original quality. You can find the full range online at
www.hymer-original-parts.com.

The extendible loading platform means you can
simply slide even bulky items out of the vehicle
through the rear door. (Art. depending on model)

The innovative, removable ski rack guarantees perfectly secure transportation of all your skiing or
snowboarding equipment. (Art. no. 2505647)

The exclusive cycle rack system is mounted in a
flash, without the need for conventional support
rails. (Art. depending on model)

Bikes can be securely attached to the interior cycle
rack. The RadFazz support rail can be ordered separately. (Art. no. 2585602)

No uninvited guests: The mosquito net is an effective way of keeping insects out of the vehicle while also
allowing air to circulate freely. It can be fitted in a flash thanks to welded-on magnets and sewn-on flexible
magnetic strips. (Art. depending on model)

The folding rear insulation including window cutout keeps you warm in winter. Assembly is as for
the mosquito net. (Art. depending on model)

The 4-part sleeping roof insulation is fastened in
place with Velcro. The front section can be opened
for air circulation and to let in light. (Art. depending
on model)

The new HYMERCAR child’s bunk measures 150 ×
70 cm and fits easily into the cab. (Art. no. 2597296)

The cabin floor mat is made from high-quality polypropylene tufted velour with nubuck edging and
bears the Original HYMERCAR brand mark.
(Art. no. 2292262)

Sports and leisure equipment can be stowed away
neatly in the lockable aluminium multifunctional
box. (Art. no. 2310108, 163 l / Art. no. 2310110, 240 l)

The Atera rear-mounted cycle rack attached to the
trailer hitch lets you open both rear doors even
when loaded. (Art. no. 2497197)

Surfboard, kayak or dinghy – anything you can’t fit
inside the vehicle can go on the roof rack.
(Art. depending on model)

The practical adapter set makes it easy to top up
your fresh water supplies using an ordinary garden
hose. (Art. no. 2452032)

The 3-part interior insulation for the cab seals tight
to the window contours and can be fitted in no
time. (Art. no. 2328870)

The original HYMER fitted sheet is a perfect fit and,
like the mattress topper, is available for all bed
types. (Art. depending on model)

Our premium partners

Note
This brochure describes the series status at the time of publication. Despite careful checking of the contents, misprints cannot be ruled out. We reserve the right
to modify the equipment or make product improvements during the course of
the model year. Before signing a sales contract, please ask one of our authorised
HYMERCAR dealers about the current product and series status. Please also note
that the illustrations in the brochure are examples only. Some vehicles are shown
with optional extras which are quoted in the current price list and available at
extra cost. The decoration shown is not supplied by HYMER. The details of scope
of delivery, appearance, performance, dimensions and weights are valid at the time
of going to press – deviations within the factory tolerance limits (max +/- 5%) are
possible and permissible.
These data comply with European homologation regulations, which may change
up to the time of vehicle purchase or delivery. Your HYMERCAR dealer will gladly
provide information on any changes and the standard scope of delivery.
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